Integrate, Optimize and Activate
with Content Marketing Fitness
By Lee Odden, CEO TopRankMarketing.com

eMarketer recently reported that B2B decision makers’ top issues with marketing
content reveal that marketers are clearly “out of shape” when it comes to a focus on
what’s most important.
For the marketers behind these issues, a quick look in the mirror makes it easy to see
why: Bad habit strategy, low metabolism execution, overly processed tactics and sugar
high shiny object software that doesn’t get used properly if at all.
What’s the solution? There's no better way to get back on track when your marketing is
out of shape than with some good old marketing ﬁtness.
There are two important marketing lessons to be learned
from a ﬁtness transformation experience:

Content Marketing,
like ﬁtness, is a journey
not a destination.

A physical
transformation
and a marketing
transformation

I optimized myself with a better diet and
regular exercise, not as a goal, but as
change to my overall way of life.

have numerous parallels.

When you break it down, the similarities to making a physical transformation
and transforming organic content marketing are very similar:
Recognize there’s a challenge (understand your data)
Set goals (Map your KPIs)
Get help / learn how (hire, consult)
Make a plan: diet/exercise (tactical mix)
Get the right gear (software/process)
Consistent eﬀort (operationalize best practices)
Be accountable, adaptable & optimize (same!)

To that end, here is a list of 10 core marketing exercises to get
you focused on the marketing fundamentals so that you can
better integrate, optimize and activate your content for success.

1. Jumping Jacks: Warm up with Customer Data
How many marketers just jump to it with their
content marketing without any concrete data
to support their approach? In the gym that’s a
quick way to get injured and marketers not
warming up with data are injuring the customer
experience and ROI of their marketing.

2. The Sit-up: Strengthen Your Core with Strategy
A strong core is essential for just about any
physical activity and yet, many people focus their
attention on other speciﬁc areas. Strategy is
obviously just as essential for content marketing
but a surprising number of marketers do not
have a documented content marketing strategy
that includes a minimum of challenge/situation,
audience insights, approach and goals.

3. The Plank: Optimize Your Core with KPIs

KPI

It’s not enough to work your code with sit-ups
and a documented content marketing
strategy. The goals need to be quantiﬁed and
benchmarked with key performance indicator
metrics.

4. Lunges: Create a Powerful Story
Lower body power is key and so is a powerful
story behind your content marketing message.
Customer insights are essential for identifying
what story the brand needs to tell in order to
deliver a relevant and inspiring content
experience that serves customer information
needs in a way that drives revenue goals.

5. Air Squats: Power Up the Content Mix
A great complement to the lunge are air squats,
but quality not quantity is the key. The
marketing mix is no diﬀerent. Many marketers
are trying to win the information overload
game by creating as much content as possible.
Customer insights and industry awareness
should drive the right content type and format
with the most eﬀective channels for publishing
and distribution.

6. Burpees: Boost Quality & Reach with Inﬂuencers
Few all around exercises elevate the heart rate as
eﬀectively as burpees. Activating relevant
inﬂuencers and collaborators on your content
can add expertise, credibility and additional
distribution ﬁrepower when shared by experts
who audiences trust.

7. The Pushup: Create & Publish Your Content

It’s not enough to work your code with sit-ups and
a documented content marketing strategy. The
goals need to be quantiﬁed and benchmarked
with key performance indicator metrics.

8. The Pull Up: Promotion That Won’t Quit
Starting out, pull ups were my kryptonite because
I never really did them. However, a stronger back
and biceps were some of my goals and pull ups are
great for that. I’ve found that promotion is
content marketing kryptonite for a lot of
marketers for the same reason – they don’t really
do it beyond social and ads. Content promotion is
essential for connecting your investment in
quality content with an audience that is interested
and ready to act.

9. Chin Up: Build Biceps by Measuring & Optimizing
One of the best exercises for your biceps is the
chin up. Not everyone can do them right away, so
it takes practice. The same is true with content
marketing measurement and performance
optimization. Ongoing analysis and reﬁnement is
essential for continued upward and to the right
results progression.

10. The Run: Repurposed Content Goes the Distance
If you really want the most out of a ﬁtness
transformation eﬀort, some kind of cardio should
be in your plan. My favorite is a solid run because
it burns calories eﬃciently, builds endurance and
just feels amazing (afterward). Funny enough, I
feel the same way about content repurposing.
Planned reuse of content is deﬁnitely eﬃcient, it
extends the value of your initial content
investment and seeing the added impact from the
eﬀort just feels great!

How ﬁt is your content marketing?
Of course you could throw in more or diﬀerent steps, but for those marketers looking beyond
some kind of “magic pill” solution, these are core content marketing ﬁtness exercises that can
get you back on track and build a strong foundation for more advanced eﬀorts.
Who knows, if you stick with it, maybe you can begin to transform your content marketing
operation into a lean, mean ROI generating machine.

To learn more about how apply marketing ﬁtness principles to improve
your marketing performance, visit TopRankMarketing.com

